Serial changes in platelet activation in patients after ischemic stroke: role of pharmacodynamic modulation.
Enhanced platelet activity has previously been reported in the acute phase after ischemic stroke. We tested the hypothesis that activated platelets (expressed by CD62p) are substantially increased in the acute stage after a stroke and decrease thereafter, and that antiplatelet therapies can suppress CD62p expression. We serially examined platelet CD62p expression using flow cytometry after acute ischemic stroke in 87 consecutive patients. The CD62p expression was also evaluated in 20 healthy volunteers and 33 at-risk control subjects. CD62p expression was significantly higher in the acute phase after ischemic stroke than in normal and at-risk control subjects (both P<0.0001). CD62p expression decreased to a significantly lower level on day 21, and to a substantially lower level on day 90. CD62p expression was not significantly suppressed by warfarin. However, CD62p expression was significantly suppressed by aspirin treatment (P=0.024) and more substantially suppressed by clopidogrel (P<0.0001) on day 90. Furthermore, only clopidogrel treatment (P=0.0016) was significantly independently associated with decreased CD62p expression on day 90. Platelet activation was significantly increased in acute ischemic stroke and substantially decreased thereafter. The lesser long-term pharmacodynamic potency of aspirin relative to clopidogrel raises the prospect of the need for more effective antiplatelet agents or a synergistic combination therapy for stroke prevention in the future.